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 Even the console version of this game does not support the 360 controller, which means that the user must use the mouse and
keyboard. A game that is ruined by terrible camera angles and if your gun is not slanted to the left or right you will die horribly.
If you don't like falling down or getting killed then the game is not for you. This game features the worst design of any FPS out

there. Not only is it an incredibly hard game, but it is also incredibly dull. The game does not require much of a tactical
approach, and the game does not feel much like an FPS. I doubt that anyone who loves FPS games will enjoy this game at all.

The game has graphics that are very bad, some even say cheap. The game has some bug that is so bad that they force you to do a
full reinstall. The game is so easy that it gets very boring after 30 minutes, and there are no real boss fights. The game can be
very fun if you play it with friends, but the game is not fun when you are playing it solo, it is only fun when playing it with
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friends. If you don't like to be hurt, don't play this game. The game does not have any health bars or checkpoints and if you die,
you will always fall to your death. This game does not have any thrilling AI. Most of the AI is absolutely insane and completely
broken. It will get very, very frustrating, and if you like to play FPS games, the game will only make you hate FPS games. This

game is very, very easy. You will find that you can just spam your gun and it will kill you. You may find that it is very
frustrating to play this game when your friends are trying to convince you to play it, and they say that it is fun. The game is very,

very easy. This game does not have any bonuses, perks or skills. This game features all the fatal flaws of a failed shooter.
Horrible AI that while being hopelessly retarded is also godly accurate with any gun at any distance . Even the console version of

this game does not support the 360 controller, which means that the user must use the mouse and keyboard. A game that is
ruined by terrible camera angles and if your gun is not slanted to the left or right you will die horribly. If you don't like falling

down or getting killed then the game is not for you. This game features the worst design of any FPS out 82157476af
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